Performance Improvement Technique for Frequent Itemset Mining Using MapReduce
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ABSTRACT: Frequent itemset mining is a fundamental and basic work in numerous information mining applications. Extraction of frequent itemsets with standard rules helps the applications like Association rule mining, co-relations likewise in item deal and advertising. For the mining procedure of frequent itemsets there are number of techniques utilized like FP-growth-clat and so on. Regardless, deplorably the algorithm used in these techniques are not capable to balance and distribute the load, when it come across the huge information. Automatic parallelization is additionally impractical with these calculations. To remove these issues of existing techniques, there is need to build the algorithm which will support the missing elements, for example, automatic parallelization, adjusting and great dissemination of information. This paper is focusing on a capable method to expel frequent itemsets with the popular MapReduce approach. This new approach comprises an algorithm called as Modified Apriori algorithm. This system works with three mappers, and reducers by utilizing the decompose procedure. These mappers and reducers use hash tables to improve the result. Using Hash tables in Modified Apriori execution time of jobs will be reduced.
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INTRODUCTION

Frequent itemset mining is a significant research subject in characterization, groupings and other fundamental data mining works. To discover frequent item sets is one of the essential computational assignments in association rule mining. As per the Association rule mining approach the frequent itemset is the itemset whose minimum support is greater than the given threshold value. These standard rules are useful for finding similar connections in the datasets and offers knowledge to the technique that produced the data [12]. Presently, there are numerous information creates from different sources like IT ventures, administrations, advances what's more, information. This vast information is available with different structures. To deal with such extreme information is exceptionally troublesome in light of the fact that it has billions of exchanges of clients, items and so on. There are number of techniques to get frequent itemsets from database. These strategies works on regular datasets, however not appropriate for massive information. To utilize frequent itemset mining strategy on extreme database is very hard process. To speed up the procedure of FIM is unpredictable and complex, because FIM expends huge time for calculatation and high input / output intensity. One of the answers for this issue is to utilize another parallel frequent itemsets mining approach with MapReduce called Modified Apriori [12]. Now a day’s datasets are becoming very large and hence only sequential algorithms are not able to find the frequent itemsets correctly. Their performance gets degraded because of vast data. Therefor here used a Modified Apriori technique with the hash tables and MapReduce paradigm. MapReduce can tackle these issues with extensive number of databases crosswise over number of clusters. MapReduce will solve the parallel mining issue of large database and Modified Apriori algorithm will focus on the speed. This method improves the capacity of storage and computation of problem.

Modified Apriori algorithm utilizes the procedure of hash tables in which it stores past values to compare with new itemsets. It utilizes buckets in hash tables for storing results. Each buckets stores frequent items and will give a unique name, hence no need to scan repetadly. FIUT is replaced with Modified Apriori. In this strategy, issues will be illuminated that are available in the current framework like data partitioning, load balancing of datasets. The working of mappers and reducers is done simultaneously to streamline the speed, well adjusting the load over different clusters [12].
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II. LITERATURE SURVAY

Association Rule Mining (ARM) for separating regular itemsets from the gigantic database the creators have exhibited an issue of finding the incessant things from expansive number of database. The creators discovered principles that have least value-based support and least certainty with new calculation. This calculation that painstakingly assesses the itemsets for one go and for every one of the information. This pruning system used to keep away from certain itemsets. Subsequently it gives right Affiliation itemsets from unnecessary databases [1][10]. The creators have displayed three calculations; those are DPC, FPC, and SPC [2], to look at fruitful executions of the Apriori calculation in the MapReduce worldview. SPC has straight-forward capacities and the FPC has static passes merged checking capacities. DPC calculation assembles the dataset of different lengths by using dynamic technique and it gives better execution. Subsequently, three calculations will scale up regarding the expanded dataset[2].

In the paper of parallel FP-growth algorithm used with MapReduce”.frequent itemset mining is an exceptionally fundamental part [12]in the various information mining applications. Yet, when the dataset gets noticeably bigger, the mining algorithms can not manage such huge databases. Along these lines BPFP is used to adjust the load in PFP (an augmentation of PFP algorithm [1]), which supports parallelization and consequently this component upgrades execution. BPFP gives more noteworthy execution by utilizing PFP’s gathering framework [3].

FIUT is another approach for mining frequent itemsets. It is productive framework for frequent itemset mining(FIM) called as Frequent Itemset Ultrametric Tree(FIUT)[4][11]. It has two primary stages. In the essential stage it processes with the minimum support for all itemsets a huge database. In next stage it uses pruning methodology and gives frequent itemsets. When frequent one itemsets are computed, phase two will build the ultrametric trees. These outcomes will be shown in small ultrametric trees.

Dist-Eclat, BigFIM are two kind of FIM estimation used for MapReduce System in the paper ”frequent Itemset Mining for Big Data”. Dist-Eclat concentrates on speed by load balancing technique using k-FIS. BigFIM transcendently focuses on hybrid approach for mining lrge databases[5]. Apriori estimation is moreover used to create k th FIS. The K th FIS is required to discover frequent itemsets in perspective of the E-clat methodology. Dist-Eclat, BigFIM and k-FIS are utilized with round robin approach.

In the technique of PARMA the authors have presented a parallel approach with Map Reduce to find the most similar itemsets. PARMA has two approaches, first it accumulates the randomized information sets and another it utilizes parallel computation, to quicken the mining system. This approach removes the replication that is especially costly. In this it divides the dataset into small random parts. Mining algorithm will be applied on the small random parts [6].

In the paper of k -nearest Neighbor, the MapReduce approach is used to show the k-nearest Neighbor i. e. KNN join, for the largest datasets. This huge data is spread on number of datanodes. In this the mappers flows the data into various data datanodes and the reducers consolidates the aftereffect of the KNN join[7]. It uses Voronoi diagram to show the similarity between the datasets to avoid the replication of items. This gives better performance while calculating the frequent itemsets.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Problem statement focuses on investigation of Frequent Itemset Ultra-metricTree (FIUT) to find the issues of existing system and the efficient way for its execution in HDFS framework Implementation on FiDoop. To show that FiDoop on the cluster is sensitive to data distribution and dimensions, because itemsets with different lengths have different decomposition and construction costs. Improving energy efficiency of Fidoop running on Hadoop heterogenous clusters and to integrate FiDoop with the data-placement mechanism on clusters. To improve FiDoop’s performance, a workload balance metric to measure load balance across the clusters computing nodes is developed.

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM

Existing system is divided in three mapreduce levels. The first mapreduce level gets frequent one itemset. Database is divided into number of input splits and given to each mapper. Each mapper scans the database and calculates the frequent one itemsets. Second MapReduce level applies and rescan the frequent one itemsets. Here it applies pruning
techniqueto to remove infrequent itemsets. This level generates k-frequent itemsets. In third mapreduce level it uses FIUT algorithm. This level decomposes the itemsets which are obtained from second phase and then it will create ultrametric tree. FIUT raises an issue with an item regarding dimensionality reduction from available sets. No any well balancing techniques has used, hence it shows high complexity.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND METHODOLOGY

Proposed system is using Modified Apriori algorithm to remove the problems of FIUT algorithm. This reduces the time required to scan the transactions. It works faster even the support count is less. This is faster than the traditional Apriori algorithm and shows 60 percent reduced time.

Objectives of Proposed System:

- To develop a system using hybrid algorithm which is based on Modified Apriori and hash tables for frequent itemset mining.
- This system works with heterogeneous cluster nodes.
- Increased performance and accuracy with automatic parallel processing. It takes less time to scan the database.

In this paper three MapReduce phases are used. The input database is given to the mapper of the first phase of MapReduce. Its output is obtained from reducer, in the form of frequent one itemset. This candidate 1 itemset shows the completion of the first phase of MapReduce [12]. Second phase accepts the input from first phase in the form of frequent k-itemsets. Second phase of MapReduce scans all the data to give frequent k-itemsets. It applies pruning technique, to discover frequent and infrequent itemsets. The result is obtained from reducer, in the form of k-frequent itemsets.

Proposed System implements a new data partitioning method with balancing the load among the cluster nodes. Following figure shows the architecture of the proposed system.

System architecture is based on HDFS framework and Mapreduce Approach. It uses HDFS which is a hadoop distributed file system and it stores the log files required for HDFS. HDFS framework accepts the data from user. This is done by Jobmanager. Jobmanager devides the jobs to the datanodes. Each datanode accepts the job from the
Namenode, computes it using MapReduce parallel mining paradigm. Final results will again sent to the jobmanager in the reduced form. As shown in fig. 1 the architecture uses the MapReduce approach. When the jobs distributed among the datanodes, the working of mappers and reducers will be as follows: When database upload is done the first MapReduce accepts the dataset. All dataset will be split into available mappers and the output is combined in the form of frequent 1 itemsets from the reducer. This output will be in the form of key and values. This frequent-1 itemsets is is loaded to the next mapreduce. This MapReduce scans the data again and remove the items which are not frequent. Here in each phase of MapReduce the Modified Apriori will be used to calculate the candidate itemsets.

Modified Apriori used with hash tables. When the new itemsets will come from the user it is store in the hash table. Different values are given to the each items and store in the hash table. Hash value is calculated as per the order of items and will be stored in hash table as per their accurances. Depending upon the hash value the items will be stored in the table and the count of place will be increased and given to the items. This value is assumed as its count and will be compared against the minimum-support. If the place value is greater than the minimum-support then it is termed as frequent itemset. This procedure is used in three MapReduce jobs so that the candidate itemsets will be minimized. Automatically there is reduced frequent itemsets extraction time will be reduced if there is minimized candidate itemsets. Hence the speed is achieved through the reduced candidate itemsets. Frequent item sets extraction time is reduced by using hash based technique.

ALGORITHMS:

1) Frequent-1 itemset Algorithm:
Input: Dataset D, Min support 
Output: 1 candidate item set 

Mapper (items, DB)
Step 1: input dataset with k
Step 2: Generate mappers with m maps
Step 3: get all items from transaction T
Step 4: For item in items
Process item as output
End for
Reducer (Key items, Value 1)
Step 1: take all items from list
Each list form each mapper
Step 2: extract relevant set from items
Create countsum for all items
Step 3: if (countsum≥minsupport)
Add items into itemset list with transaction
End for.

2) Modified Apriori Algorithm:
Step 1: Input dataset D and set min support, hash table, hash_place
Step 2: Generate items, for all transactions
Step 3: use a function f1 to store frequent itemsets from dataset
Step 4: for each item l to n, i=2
Each kth iteration items which having min support
end for
Step 5: create all items which are equals with k itemset list n hash table

Step 6: Store the result in a variable fr_output of hash table
Step 7: compare the result with min support, increased by 1 and stored in new input
Step 8: Modify the list l
Step 9: use if to check the hash tables raised 1 or 0
Step 10: if 1 then add into fr_output else discard
Step 11: fr_output= f1(new itemsets)
Step 12: modify the list k-1 items reach
Step 13: Final top most frequent itemsets.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the system is as shown in fig. 2, fig. 3 and fig. 4. Systems start with login id of users for the system authentication purpose. In this paper three MapReduce phases are used. The input database is given to the mapper of the first phase of MapReduce.
This database will be accepted by using the option "upload file" as shown in fig2. Its output is obtained from reducer, in the form of frequent one itemset. This candidate 1 itemset shows the completion of the first phase of MapReduce [12]. The implementation of Frequent 1-itemset is in Fig.3. Second phase accepts the input from first phase in the form of frequent 1-itemsets. Second phase of MapReduce scans all the data to give frequent k-itemsets. It applies pruning technique, to discover frequent and infrequent itemsets. The result is obtained from reducer, in the form of k-frequent itemsets. The implementation of k-frequent itemsets is in Fig.4.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following figure 5, shows the comparative results of the existing methodology FIUT and proposed technique and are Minimum support is set as threshold than having even yet been considered. Here time is in miliseconds and this shows that FIUT takes more time than the Modified Apriori. These overhauls came at no execution cost, as demonstrate by the way that our usage accomplishes the execution contrast with different techniques less time. Prior to this work, it has been acknowledged that the execution of Apriori is moderate. Through this examination we have exhibited that at increased support our execution creates similar outcomes. When we decrease threshold value, other methods takes larger memory as well as more time.
TABLE I
TIME REQUIRED FOR FINDING THE FI FROM DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Dataset (Number of Records)</th>
<th>FIUT</th>
<th>Modified Apriori</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows the time required to execute the jobs for MapReduce approach. Time is miliseconds for FIUT and Modified Apriori.

VII. CONCLUSION

To defeat the timing issue for execution of large datasets on Hadoop systems and load balancing challenges in the existing parallel mining algorithms for frequent itemsets, the system executed the MapReduce programming approach to develop a parallel frequent itemsets mining algorithm called Modified Apriori. Modified Apriori used with hash tables. So hash tables stores the record of previous frequent itemsets. For new input has technique compared with previous items. Hence it removes the issues which are present in the existing algorithm and reduces time, achieves speed with MapReduce approach. Modified Apriori is used throughout the stages of MapReduce to calculate frequent-1 itemset up to the frequent-k itemsets. It increases the CPU energy efficiency up to 60 % and gives better performance.
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